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Standard methodologies exist for testing and characterizing digital circuits but the
same cannot be said of analog circuits. Though much theoretical work has been done to
model the linear and nonlinear aspects of analog circuits, a firm practical background for
the design of testable analog cells has yet to be set. The industry largely looks for solutions
wherein some form of built in self-test (BIST) can be incorporated into the analog circuits
to make the testing at the manufacturing level easy and accurate. Since the testers in the
industry are generally digital, test circuits that use logic levels at the output to make
measurements are attractive.
This thesis examines the design of such test circuits for one specific analog circuit,
the opamp. Test circuits to measure the gain, gain-bandwidth product, phase response and
the slew rate of the opamp have been designed and experimental results are presented. The
main advantages of these tests are that they are simple, fast, accurate and easy to
incorporate in an integrated circuit.
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1. Introduction
This report examines the design and implementation ofa testable opamp that can be
included in a larger analog system. The underlying philosophy of this work isto design
testable cells that are simple to incorporate in VLSI systems, give accurate results anddo
not change the characteristics of the original system. An additional area of interestwas to
design test circuits with rectangular waves. Standard digital IC testers currently availablein
the industry, may be used for making measurements on such test circuits. This approach
could prove cost effective, especially in the case of mixed-signal ICs having both digital
and analog circuits on the same chip.
1.1 Motivation
Digital circuits can be easily characterized andat this point of time test
methodologies have been successfully designed and automated. The situation in thefield of
analog circuits is quite different. Analog testing is by nature exhaustiveand time
consuming. The reasons for this are numerous. Analog circuits havea number of
parameters that vary over their entire frequency and voltage range making parametric testing
difficult. In addition, process parameters such as oxide thickness,extent of etching,
doping of the various layers etc., may vary across the IC causing local variations in the
parametric performance of the analog cell. All these factors make analog testabilitya
challenging and demanding task. Given the complexity of analog testability, itrequires a
systematic approach to design adequate test circuits to characterize differentparts of a large
analog system.
The operational amplifier forms an important part ofa number of analog and mixed
signal systems. The operation and the characteristics of most practical analog circuitslike
switched capacitor filters, A/D & D/A converters etc., depend heavilyon the linear and2
non-linear behavior of the opamp. Hence an accurate estimation of these circuit parameters
is necessary to evaluate the performance of the entire circuit. The linear parameters of
interest are the DC gain, the gain bandwidth product, the first pole of theopamp and its
phase margin. The most important non-linear parameter to characterize is the slew rate ofan
opamp, since it affects the transient response of the opamp to large changes in the input
signal. Some amount of prior work has been done in the area of opamp testability[1][2][3]
and these are discussed in the next section.
1.2 Prior Work
The prior work done on determining opamp parameters has mainly centered around
determining its linear parameters. In[1], the authors have proposed to place theopamp in an
inverting mode with a unity gain buffer in the feedback loop. The frequency at the input is
swept across the entire range and the voltages at the inverting terminal and the output of the
opamp are monitored to determine the gain response of the opamp. This work has been
used by us as a starting point for developing test strategies foropamps.
In [2], a technique has been proposed to measure the gain bandwidth product and
the second pole of an opamp by placing it in an unity gain feedback mode. Theopamp was
modeled as a two pole system with a very low frequency first pole. In unity gain feedback
mode, the phase lag between the input and the output of the opampcan be determined in
terms of the gain bandwidth product and the second pole of the opamp. The phase lag is
measured at two different frequencies to determine these two unknowns. This measurement
requires the use of a network analyzer to make accurate phase measurements. Making such
accurate phase measurements at very high frequencies is often difficult due to the fact that
getting these signals off chip requires dealing with probe and test jig capacitances.
The technique described in [3] requires characterizing the phaseresponse of an
inverting amplifier to compute the gain bandwidth product of anopamp. This method
requires determining the ratio between the unity gain frequency and the second pole of the3
opamp. As the second pole of this system is far from the dominant pole, the frequency at
which the phase shift is +1350 is approximated as the location of the second pole. Withthis
information and the ratio between the unity gain frequency and the second poleof the
system known, the gain bandwidth product of the opamp is determined. Theaccuracy of
this measurement technique depends not only on the accuracy of the phasemeasurements
but also on the accuracy of the resistors used to form the closed loop system.
All of the above mentioned work has influenced the test designs presented in the
report. The test plan proposed in [1] has been implemented on silicon using CMOS
technology. The two pole model of the opamp proposed in [2] and [3] has been extensively
used in the design of the test circuit for the gain bandwidth product.4
2. Test Methodologies
This chapter discusses the various test circuits devised to measure the linear and
non-linear parameters of an opamp. Two separate methods to measure the gain and phase
response of an opamp are presented followed by experiments to measure the gain-
bandwidth product and the slew rate. A detailed description of each test circuit along witha
discussion about its advantages and potential problems are presented.
2.1 Opamp Characterization using Buffers
R1
Figure 1. Standard Test Setup for Gain Measurement
A conventional test circuit for opamps [1] is shown in Fig. 1. Theopamp is placed
in a closed loop and operated as an inverting amplifier so that large inputscan be applied at
Vin without saturating its output. The open-loop gain of the opamp is given by the ratio of
Vo to V- where V+ is at ground. The resistance at V+ is the parallel combination of R1 and
R2 so that the input resistance at both V+ and V- is the same.
The ratio of Vo to V-, taking the output impedance into account is
VoA Z/Ri
V 1 + Z /RI
(1)5
This equation shows that the signal produced by the opamp at high frequenciescan
be.much smaller than the feedthrough of the input signal through R1. This is because at
very high frequencies the gain of the opamp, being frequency dependent, is quite small so
that the output impedance of the opamp becomes a factor(See Fig. 2).
1 /v0 (Dominant pole)
z
o
Slope (-20dB/decade)
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Figure 2. Gain Response of an Opamp
R1 Unity Gain Buffer
R1 »R2
Figure 3. Test Circuit with Unity Gain Buffer6
A measurement error will occur due to the reduced gain of the opamp at high
frequencies and its finite output impedance. The error caused by a finite output impedance
can be eliminated by placing a buffer in the feedback path [1](See Fig. 3).
The buffer must have a very high input impedance and a low output impedance.
Hence it passes the feedback signal but not the feedforward signal. This eliminates thezero
from the transfer function between V0 and V The ratio Vo /Vbecomes equal to
- A(jw),i.e., the gain response of the opamp.
Consequently, the ac response of the opamp can be determined by varying the input
frequency and determining the ratio Vo /V- at various frequencies. This entire measurement
can be automated by using a network analyzer.
A potential problem in this measurement technique arises in thecase of opamps
with gains of 80 dB or more. At low frequencies the signal at V- will be on the order of
microvolts due to the enormous gain of the opamp. Thus the signal at V- must be amplified
to measure it. This amplification can be achieved by using a single input low gain amplifier
with a gain of around 25 dB. It will be necessary to know the gain of this amplifier
accurately to determine the gain response of the opamp. Foran on-chip amplifier, process
variations will affect the amplifier gain and lead to incorrect interpretation of the
measurement.
For an on-chip implementation of this circuit, the main component to be designed is
the unity gain buffer in the feedback path. This buffer must be fast with good linearity and
a gain as close to one as possible. The next section describes the design of one such buffer.
2.1.1 Unity Gain Buffer Design
The unity gain buffer must have a 3 dB frequency that is at leastone decade higher
than the unity gain frequency of the opamp. This is so the buffer will haveconstant gain7
and group delay over the range of frequencies from DCto the unity gain frequency of the
opamp.
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Figure 4. NMOS Source Follower
The regular NMOS source follower topology is shown in figure4. Transistor M2
forms the current source to bias thesource follower and transistor Ml is the input device.
For a large signal input, when the input increases, thetransistor Ml turns on and the
capacitor at the output is charged up by the positive supply.When the signal goes low
transistor M1 turns off completely and the capacitor is dischargedtowards Vss through
transistor M2. The regular NMOSsource follower has a very high input impedance and a
low output impedance. Thus it satisfies the twomost important conditions for the buffer in
the feedback path. But it suffers from one serious limitation. Thedownward slew rate is
limited by the constant current source formed by M2, meaningslower pull down times and
non-linearity in the case of high frequency operations. Theoutput voltage and current for a
large signal input are shown in Fig. 5. From this figure,we can see that on the rising edge
the current peaks at 1.25mA leading toa pull up time of 16ns. However a very low current
of 2001.1A leads to a much slower pull down time of around 45ns.8
To effect an improvement in the downward slewing it is necessary to increase the
pull down current. This can be achieved if the size of the transistor M2 is increased greatly
or if the bias voltage of M2 is increased. This approach leads to very large transistor sizes,
increased power dissipation and a reduction in the linearrange of the buffer. An alternative
approach is the buffer design shown in figure 6. The speed is improved by turningon a
transistor during pull down which provides for more current to discharge the load
capacitance Cioad.
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Figure 5. Voltage and Current Signals of a NMOS Source Follower
In the circuit shown in Fig.6, there are two source followers. The one formed by
transistors MI and M2 has a load capacitance at its output and the other formed by
transistors M3 and M4 has no load at its output node. The two outputs are fed to the inputs
of an amplifier whose output is then fed to the gate of an NMOS transistor (M5).
The operation of this circuit for large signal inputs can be explained as follows.
During the falling edge of a large signal input, the source follower with no load on its
output will fall faster than the source follower whose output is loaded by a capacitor. This
causes a difference between these two signals which is sensed by the slewing detector.
Since the negative input to the opamp is lower than the positive input, the opamp output9
goes towards the positive rail turning on the pull-down transistor(M5). This provides an
additional discharge path to ground which allows the output of the buffer to slew down
faster.
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Figure 6. Slew Rate Enhanced NMOS Source Follower
Figure 7. Voltage and Current Signals in the Slew Rate Enhanced Source Follower10
On the other hand, during pull up, the voltage at the output of the buffer witha load
capacitance goes up slower than the voltage at the output of the unloaded one. This results
in the positive input being smaller than the negative input of theopamp causing its output to
go to the negative rail. Transistor M5 turns off thereby disabling the auxiliary discharge
path to ground. Hence transistor M5 is only turned on when extra current is required
during pull-down. This can be clearly seen in figure 7 which shows current flowing
through M5 during the time interval from 5Ons-70ns, ie., exactly during pull down. This
transistor does not play any other role in the operation of the source follower and hence
does not affect its gain.
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Figure 8. Circuit Schematic of the Slew Rate Enhanced Source Follower11
In the improved circuit design, the source followers are regular NMOS structures.
The opamp is a single stage with a gain of around 85(See Fig 8). The mainreasons for
using a single stage are its simplicity and the fact that single stage designsare inherently
faster and require no internal compensation. Since the size occupied by the test circuit isa
factor in the design of these circuits, single stage circuits are ideal as theyoccupy very little
area. The gain was determined to be sufficient as the difference between the outputs of the
loaded and the unloaded source followers is large enough tocause the output of the opamp
to hit the rails. The opamp response is fast and its slewing is not a problem as the output
load is only the gate of transistor M5.
2.2 Frequency Response Measurement Technique
The gain response of a stable opamp has a dominant low frequency pole anda
second pole above unity gain crossover. Thus the gain drops at the rate of 20 dB/decade
after the dominant pole of the opamp until it hits the second pole beyond unity gain (Fig.9).
Gain
l /r0(Dominant Pole)
A04
Unity Gain Frequency
so.1/r1(Second pole)
45°
900_
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Figure 9. Gain and Phase Response of the Opamp12
To reconstruct the gain response of an opamp it is necessary to determine the first
pole and the unity gain frequency of the opamp. Once these parametersare determined, a
piecewise linear approximation of the (vamp's gain responsecan be constructed.
The dc gain of the opamp is approximated as the gain of theopamp at the first pole.
The gain bandwidth product can be determined by the test circuit described in thenext
section. The first pole of the opamp is at the frequency where the phase difference between
the signals at V- and Vout is -135°. The experiment described in section 2.2.2 determines
the frequency at which the first pole is located.
2.2.1 Gain Bandwidth Product Measurement
In measuring the GBW of an opamp, its low frequency pole is usedto build a
sinusoidal oscillator. As mentioned before, in the simplified model ofan opamp, there are
two poles and a large low frequency gain. The first pole at 1/To is used to force theopen-
loop gain of the opamp to cross unity before the second pole at Uri is reached. This allows
the opamp to be accurately modeled as a single pole system. For theopamp to oscillate two
actions must occur: a known second pole must be added to the system between the
dominant pole & the unity gain frequency and the first order term in the closed loop transfer
function must be zeroed.
The first objective, namely, adding a second significant pole to the systemmay be
achieved by placing a resistor between the output terminal and the inverting terminal of the
opamp. Also a capacitor must be connected between the inverting terminal and a fixed
voltage reference such as ground. Although this is a less stable circuit than the unity
feedback configuration, positive feedback still needs to be placed around theopamp so that
the s term in the closed loop transfer function goes to zero forcing theopamp to oscillate.
The gain of the opamp reduces as the output voltage approaches the supply rails.
This amplitude dependent non-linearity in the voltage gain is usedto prevent severe13
clipping in the output waveform. Assuming that the positive feedback around the opamp is
small enough that the circuit does not slew, the output of the opamp gently clips as its
amplitude moves into the nonlinear region. Thus sinusoidal oscillations can be sustained.
The frequency of oscillation is a function of the gain bandwidth product of the opamp. By
measuring the frequency of oscillation, we can compute the gain bandwidth product. The
relationship between the gain bandwidth product (GBW) of the opamp and the output
frequency of this system is presented below.
In figure 10, the block named DUT (device under test) is our opamp and the second
block is the feedback path. The transfer functions of the DUT and the feedback path are
-K + 1 1 (sr p+ 1)
A
1 + s 'C 0
(DUT)
vo
*ix. 40
Figure 10. s Domain Representation of the GBW Test Circuit
indicated inside their respective boxes. The opamp is assumed to be a single pole system
with a time constant vo. From Fig. 10, the characteristic function A(s) can be derived to be,
A(s) =1 +/3(s)A(s) (2)
where A(s) = A(s) = A01(1+ sro) and fi(s) = K +(1 +p). Substituting for A(s) and
13(s) in the above expression for A(s) and putting Eqn.2. to zero, we get :
1
s-
7+s(
To
+
1
rp
A
+
A
°(1 K)+1
To rot'
(3)14
In the above expression, we notice that if the coefficient of the first orderterm
becomes zero, then the poles of the system will become purely imaginary causingthe
system to oscillate, i.e.,
Solving for K gives
1 1AoK
rorp ro
K=
1z = -+°
AoAorp
Comparing equation (3) with a general second order system,we get
w2
A
°(1K)+1
r0 rp
Since for practical opamps A° (1 K) » 1, the above equationcan be rewritten as
o 2A (1 K)
To rp
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
Substituting for K from equation (5) in equation (7),a relationship between the output
frequency w and the gain bandwidth product (GBW) of theopamp (Adr0) is obtained,
012A0 (1_ 1 To
rorp AoAorp
(8)
Since the DC gain is high for practical opamps, the term 1/A0can be neglected in the above
equation and it can be rewritten as,
2A0 1
rpr2
from which the gain-bandwidth product can be derived to be,
(9)GBW =A°= co+1
15
(10)
By measuring the output frequency and knowing the time constantrp, we can find
the GBW of the opamp. tp can be realized as a simple RC series network and positive
feedback K may be introduced by a voltage divider networkas shown in Fig.11. R2 may
be varied to provide the proper amount of positive feedback required to make thesystem
Figure 11. Test Circuit for GBW Measurement
oscillate. The value of K is not important as it does not appear in the fmal expression. Inan
IC implementation, the resistors can be laid out using polysilicon. Acomparator can be
added at the output of the opamp to convert the sinusoid toa rectangular waveform so that
the frequency of oscillation can be measured using a digital tester.
The complete analysis of the gain bandwidth circuit has been carriedout assuming
that the non-dominant pole of the opamp is at a very high frequency and that it hasno effect
on the overall system. The assumption that the second pole is well beyond the unity gain
frequency may not be true in all cases. The non-dominant polemay be quite close to the16
unity gain frequency for a number of opamps and a study was done using MATLAB to
determine the effect of the relative position of the non-dominant pole on the frequency of
oscillation. The opamp was modeled as having a DC gain of 45 dB with its dominant pole
at 6.3 kHz. Since the unity gain frequency is at 945 kHz, two different frequencies for the
non-dominant pole were used to determine the change in
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Figure 12. Root Locus Plot for the GBW 'Circuit
the frequency of oscillation. In the first case, the non-dominant pole is assumed to be at
1MHz and in the second case it is placed a decade higher at 10MHz. The characteristic
equation when the non-dominant pole is included is
A, K+1+
1
sr
+1=0 (l+sro)(1+sro
where t is the non-dominant pole of the opamp.
A root locus of the characteristic equation was performed for col at both 1MHz and
10MHz to determine the frequency of oscillation after positive feedback had been17
applied(See Fig.12). The frequency of oscillation in the first case was found to be 467.8
kHz and in the second case it was 470 kHz leading to a difference of around 0.6 %.
Although the amount of positive feedback differed in the twocases, the frequency of
oscillation remained relatively unchanged. Hence it can be concluded that the position of the
non-dominant pole has a minimal effect on the frequency of oscillation.
2.2.2 First Pole Measurement
The first pole of a stable opamp is the frequency at which the phase difference
between the signal at V- and the output is 135°. The circuit used tomeasure the phase
margin is an extension to the circuit used to measure the DC gain. The basic idea isto
somehow measure the phase difference between the V- and Vout without resortingto a
network analyzer.
An XOR gate is used as a phase detector. Since the inputs to the XOR gate require
binary signals, the voltages at V- and Vow have to be converted toa rectangular waveform
before being fed to the XOR gate. This can be achieved by usingcomparators as shown in
Fig.13. Since the signals at V- and Yout are 180° out of phase the signalat V is fed to the
negative input of the comparator(C1) and the signal at Vout is fed to the positive input of the
comparator(C2). The output of the XOR goes high only when one of its inputs is high and
the other is low.Thus the output of the XOR gate will be a rectangular wave at the first
pole of the opamp with a duty cycle of 0.25. The first pole is at half the frequency of the
output of the XOR gate.
The problems that can be encountered are the low value of the signalat V- for
opamps with a very large gain(80 dB) and the presence of both input offset and output
offset voltages. Very large gains will make the signal amplitude at V-so small that it might
not be enough to switch the comparator. This is the same problem encountered in the gain18
measurement using the unity gain buffer(See section 2.1) and the solution was to amplify
V- so that it could switch the comparator.
Figure 13. Test Circuit to Characterize the First Pole and the Phase Margin
The advantage of this method lies in the fact that it is not important to know the
exact value of the gain of this amplifier as long it does not add any phase error. This is
easily achieved as a relatively low gain amplifier can be built with zero phase at low
frequencies. Thus the gain of this amplifier can vary because of process variations but it
will not affect the measurement in any fashion. The obvious fact is that phase measurement
is insensitive to gain error and hence is better than a direct voltage measurement which is
very sensitive to gain error. The other solution to this problem is designing very low offset
comparators capable of switching at low input voltages. At low frequencies, the
comparator(C2) will not hit the rail as fast as the comaparator(C1) at the output node. This
is due to the low signal strength at V causing the input drive to the comparator C2 to be
much lower than the input drive of comparator Cl. In figure 14 it is shown that a 0.2Rs lag
time occurs between the two output signals for input drives of 10mV and 2V respectively
for an LM339.19
Figure 14. Comparator Response to Different Input Drives
This will cause an error in measurement of the order of around 10%-20 % for
opamps having first pole in the megahertz or hundreds of kilohertz range. Thus the signal
at V- must be sufficiently amplified so that this difference in the switching times are
insignificant compared to the frequency of the first pole. Since the first poles of very high
gain opamps are at low frequencies(e.g. 1 kHz), this problem can be easily tackled with
moderate amplification of the signal at V -.
The problem of offset voltages is a serious one as it will generate rectangular pulses
and not square pulses as required at the outputs of the comparators. This will lead to
erroneous results as the phase difference betweenthe two rectangular waveforms will no
longer be equal to 45° at the first pole. Thus an offset cancellation can be performedby
applying the requisite amounts of DC voltage with the proper polarity tothe positive and
negative inputs of comparators C2 and C1 respectively. This will causethe comparator
outputs to be square waves. The other alternativeis to use the duty cycles of the comparator
outputs to come up with the correct positionof the first pole. This can be mathematically
derived as follows with the help of figure 15.1
1'o'
--1d =
1
-41-- Signal at V-
Figure 15. Rectangular Signals at V- and Vout
Signal at Vow
20
The solid lines in the figure represent two squarewaves with a phase
difference of 45° between them. The dotted lines represent thesame waves but now in a
rectangular fashion due to the offset voltages present at V- and Kit. The normalized duty
cycles of the two waves now are d1 and d2. Note that the frequency of the waveforms
remain the same as before.
The square wave is high for 180° with a duty cycle of 0.5
The rectangular wave(V -) stays high for180°4
0.5
Therefore, the phase difference between 1 and o is 0.5 180°
180° d1) (
0.5
= 90 °(1 -2d1)
Similarly for the rectangular wave(Vout ) thephase difference between 1' and o'is
90° (12d2)
Therefore the phase difference between o and o' is 45°90° (1 2d1) + 90° (1 2d2)
= 45° +180°(d1 d2)
New value of Phase difference at the first pole = 450 + 180 °(d1- d2) (12)21
This method is useful as long as there is a phase difference to measure between the
two waveforms. Hence there exists a limit on the values d1 andd2 beyond which this
method may not be useful. This limit is determined to be (d2d1) < 0.25 by making
Eqn.12 greater than zero for all di and d2, since only in that case would there be phase
difference between the two waveforms to measure.
The principal drawback of the above approach is that the offset at V - may be so
great that the comparator C1 may not switch at all. In such cases, anoffset cancellation
circuit using a resistor divider network may have to be built on the IC. The advantage of the
above circuit is that the offset cancellation need not be exact. The applied offset voltage can
be just enough to cause the comparator to switch and then the above mentioned method
may be used to determine the frequency of thefirst pole.
Figure 16. Phase Margin v/s Output DC Level
The phase margin of the opamp can be measured by applying an input signal at a
frequency equal to the unity gain frequency of the opamp. For this measurement, it is
imperative that the output is a square wave. The phase margin can be determined by the
duty cycle of the output of the XOR gate. Alternatively the dc value of the XOR gate output
can be determined by low pass filtering it.The phase margin can then be determined by
using Fig.16.22
This graph assumes that for a phase difference of 00 between two signals, the dc
value of the output of the XOR gate will be at Vss.Similarly, for a phase difference of
180°, the dc value will be at Vdd.Since the dc value is a linear function of the phase
difference, the two points on the graph can be connected by straight line. The phase
difference can thus be measured by noting the y-coordinate of the pointon the line whose
x-coordinate is the dc value of the XOR gate output.
The amplifier at V- can be switched out of the circuit as the signal strength at V- will
be equal to that of Vold At unity gain frequency the proper signal strength requiredto
switch the comparators can be easily applied. Thus any phaseerror that the amplifier at V-
might introduce in the phase margin measurement is avoided by removing it completely
from the circuit.
Opamp model
Figure 17. Model of a Slewing Opamp
Comparator23
2.3 Slew Rate Measurement
Measuring slew rate, like measuring the gain bandwidth product is done by placing
the opamp in a circuit that oscillates. Since slew rate is a nonlinear phenomenon, the circuit
needs to be designed so that the opamp behaves in a nonlinear fashion. A simple model ofa
slewing opamp is shown in figure 17.
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Figure 18. Slew Rate Measurement Setup
The opamp is modeled as a comparator which activates a switch to either chargeor
discharge the output capacitance. When V+ at comparator C 1 is higher than V-, switch Si
closes causing the opamp output to slew up by charging the output capacitance at the rate
of dVout/ dt /2) /C. The other case in which V+ is less than V- leads to switch Si
being open causing the output to slew in the negative direction at the rate of dVout/dt=
Slewing in the positive and negative directions are not necessarily equal. When the
op-amp slews, its output voltage will be in the form of a ramp. If the input V+ is set to
either of the voltage rails atVddor Vss, the op-amp must slew until the output reaches a
voltage rail, or the input at V+ changes state. It must be pointed out here that the above24
discussion is valid only in the case of a single stageopamp. In the case of a two stage
opamp, it is the feedback capacitor that is charged up and down tocause slewing at the
opamp output.
Hence in those cases the opamp output need not be loaded for the slewingoperation
to occur. The entire slew rate measurement circuit can be used without theopamp output
having a load capacitance. The circuit proposed in Fig.18causes the op-amp to slew either
in positive or negative direction and prevents theoutput from reaching the voltage rails.
Since it uses an LM741(a two-stage opamp)as the DUT, the opamp output is not loaded.
The oscillatory behavior of this circuitcan be understood by tracing the signal path of the
circuit.
The analysis of the circuit begins by setting the input voltageat the V- node of the
opamp at Vs, and the output of the comparator at Vdd. Since V+ of theop-amp is greater
than V-, the output of the opamp begins to slewup. The positive terminal of the comparator
sits at Vdd/2 The opamp output increases until Vow> Vdd/2 at which point the comparator
switches state and the input to the op-amp at V- becomes Vdd. Nowthe opamp output slews
down giving rise to a triangular wave at theopamp output. If the positive going and the
negative going slew rates are not equal, the output of thecomparator is a rectangular wave.
The period of the rectangular wave is used to determine theaverage slew rate. The duty
cycle of the rectangular wave is used to calculate the positive and thenegative slew rate of
the opamp as will be shown by the equations that follow.
It can be seen that in one full cycle, the opamp outputgoes from Vdd/2 to Vss/2 and
back to Vdd/2. From this, the average slew rate of theopamp can be computed as :
SR=Vdd/2V./2
T/2 (12)25
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Figure 19. Comparator & Opamp Outputs in the Slew Rate Measuring Circuit
where T = Period of oscillations of the comparator output (1/fosc).From the above
expression the average slew rate (SR) is determined to be,
SR =
VddVss
T
Substituting for 1/ T= fosc SR is
(13)
SR = (17ddVcs)f (14)
As mentioned previously, the positive and the negative going slewrates can be
determined from the duty cycle of the comparator output.
Consider a possible waveform from the comparator shown in figure 19.The
positive going slew rate can be expressed in terms of tl, T and SRas
SR+ = 2*SR(T
t--
Likewise, the slew rate in the negative direction is
(15)SR = 2*SRN
26
(16)
By adding a minimal amount of circuitry namelya comparator and two resistors,
the slew rate of the op-amp can be characterized by measuring the duty cycles ofa two-
level output signal.27
3. Experimental Results
The different test circuits presented in this report were evaluated to examine the
accuracy and the feasibility of using these tests to characterize an opamp. The test setups
consisted of an LM741 as the DUT and were implemented on a breadboard to make the
measurements. The opamp characterization circuit using high speed buffers was laid out in
silicon and submitted for fabrication with an on-chip folded cascodeopamp as the DUT.
The high speed buffer will be characterized to measure its various dc andac parameters.
3.1 Opamp Characterization using Buffers
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Figure 20. Block Diagram of the Test Chip
The test circuit used for characterizing an opamp using bufferswas laid out in
silicon in a 2g p-well process. The chip had an on-chip folded cascode opamp to be usedas
vout
028
the device under test. The test circuit was laid outso that the opamp could be switched in or
out of the test loop and hence could be characterized separatelyor in conjunction with the
testable opamp. The buffer too could be included in thetest loop or be characterized
separately by means of CMOS switches. The block diagram of thetest chip is shown in
figure 20. Buff3 represents the buffer described in thisreport and it is switched into the test
loop when C3 is high and is switched out when C3goes low. The buffer along with the
DUT was extracted from the layout and resimulated using HSPICE.
Legend
Gain Response
Phase Response
Figure 21. AC Response of the Buffer
Figure 21 & 22 are the AC transfer curve and the bufferresponse to a large signal
input(2V peak-to-peak square wave input signal). The buffer hasa 3 dB frequency of
nearly 30 MHz with rise and fall times of 17 ns. The bandwidth of the buffer is sufficient
for testing our opamp. The harmonic distortion of the bufferwas determined to be 0.2%
for a 0.5V p-p sinusoidal input signal.29
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Figure 22. Large Signal Response of the Buffer
The gain response of the DUT with the buffer in the feedback loop was
characterized using the extracted SPICE deck. The voltage at V- and Vow were monitored
to plot the ac response shown in figure 23.
On-chip characterization of the buffer was carried out on the chip received from
MOSIS. The gain of the buffer was determined to be 0.85 and its linear range was 1.5
volts. The rise and fall times for a 0.8V step input were 0.54s and 0.21.is respectively. The
reason for these slow responses is that the buffer is loaded with at least 25 pF at its output
due to the probe, pad and test bed capacitances(See appendix B for chip measurements).
3.2 Gain Bandwidth Measurement
The circuit in figure 11 was implemented on a breadboard using an LM741 as the
DUT and discrete resistors and capacitors to provide for the correct positive and the30
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Figure 23. Gain Response of the DUT
Fiiture 24. GBW Measurement31
negative feedback gains. A potentiometer was used in place of R2 to make the positive
feedback tunable. The potentiometer is varied so that the opamp output does not slewor
clip.
The frequency of the sinewave was measured to be 262 kHz (See Fig. 24), which
corresponds to a unity gain frequency of 823 kHz(See Eqn. 10). The unity gain frequency
was measured using the test circuit shown in figure 25[4] and was measured at 826 kHz
for a 100 mV p-p sinewave input. The two values were found to be in close agreement.
fu = 4t1 16utiVin
Figure 25. Conventional Test Setup for GBW Measurement
3.3 First Pole Measurement
out
The opamp LM741 has a gain of 110 dB with its first pole at 5Hz. It was not
possible to make the measurements at such low frequencies using the available oscilloscope
and signal generator. Thus to evaluate the test circuit, the gain of the opamp was reduced to
150 by putting it in the inverting mode as shown in figure 26.
The signals at Vitt and %Tout were of sufficient strength so as to switch the two
comparators, since the gain of the entire setup was only 150. Some amount of offset
cancellation was required for comparator C2 which sits at the output of the opamp to32
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Figure 26. Experimental Test Setup for First Pole Measurement
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Fitzure 27. Comparator Outputs in Phase Measurement Circuit with Offset Cancellation33
obtain square pulses. The phase difference between the two square pulses was 44.6° at a
signal frequency of 6.89 kHz. The outputs of the comparators at the first pole frequency
are shown Fig.27.
To test the method proposed in Eqn.12, the offset voltage applied to the positive
input of comparator C2 was varied and the phase difference between the leading edge of the
two rectangular pulses were measured. The measured values and the calculated values for
the phase difference for different values of dl-d2 is shown in figure 28. The measured
values and the calculated values are in close agreement as shown by the plot.
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Figure 28. Calculated and Measured Phase Difference v/s (dl-d2)
3.4 Slew Rate Measurement
The slew rate measurement circuit was implemented on a breadboard with an
LM741 as the DUT. The comparator used in the setup was an LM339. It should be noted
that the output of the comparator is an open collector type which must be tied to the positive
supply through a resistor. In the setup used for evaluating this circuit, the pull-up resistor
had a value of 2K.34
The frequency of the square wave at the output of the comparatorwas determined to
be 60 kHz (See Fig.29). Since the output of the comparator in thiscase is an open collector
type, the output does not go all the way toVddbut only to 0.95Vdd,the formula for
average slew rate in Eqn.14 has to be modified to (0.95VddVss )f oscThe average slew
rate was measured at 0.58 V/I.ts. The above problem of the comparator output not going all
the way toVddwill not occur in the case of comparators that do not haveopen collector
outputs. Consequently Eqn. 11 can be used without modification.
-00 ComparatorOutput
Opamp Output
Figure 29. Output Waveforms for Slew Rate Measurement
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Figure 30. Conventional Test Setup for Slew Rate Measurement35
The duty cycle in this case was found to be 0.5 meaning that the positive going and
negative going slew rates were each 0.58 V/I.Ls each. The slew ratewas determined by
using the conventional test setup shown in figure 30. Theaverage slew rate using this
method was determined to be 0.61 Vii.ts. Thus the two valueswere in close agreement with
each other.36
4. Conclusions
A number of strategies to test an opamp have been proposed and evaluated in this
project. The focus of this work was to devise test strategies so that frequency domain
parameters could be measured with the help of two level signals. These circuits were
implemented on a breadboard where their feasibility was demonstrated.
4.1 Conclusions
The test setup used to measure the frequency response of an opamp using buffers
was proposed in [1] and it was modified to measure just the gain response of the opamp,
since the proposed CMRR measurement was highly dependent on the value of the resistors
used. Original work was done in the design of high speed CMOS buffers that were used in
the feed-back loop of the test circuitry. This test methodology reflects the philosophy of the
frequency domain measurement techniques used to characterize the opamps in the past.
The other method to characterize the gain and phase response of an opamp makes
use of an oscillatory circuit and the gain measurement circuit-ribed in[1]. The
oscillatory circuit used tomeasure the gain bandwidth product of an opamp has a
sinusoidal output which may be converted into a square wave using a comparator. The
principal advantages of this circuit are that it requires very few components, does not
require any external input and the gain bandwidth product is a function of the square of the
output frequency. Thus the gain-bandwidth measurement is reduced to a simple task of
determining the output frequency. The main drawback is that the feedback gain has to be
adjusted to a particular value to make sure that the opamp output does not slew which
would lead to erroneous measurements.
The test circuit used to measure the first pole of the opamp is a direct offshoot of the
opamp characterization technique using buffers. The major difference is that phase
measurements are made instead of amplitude measurements making this technique relatively37
immune to noise. Also, the characterization of extremely high gain opamps can be done
accurately since the first pole is characterized as the point at which the phase difference
between the opamp input and output is 45° and not by determining the point at which the
gain falls by 3dB from its DC value. An additional use of this test is that it can be used to
measure the phase margin of the opamp once its unity gain frequency has been determined.
A non-linear parameter of the opamp, i.e., its slew rate, was successfully measured
by using the opamp in a Schimitt trigger circuit. This test has the extra overhead of an
additional comparator in the circuit.Once again, the output of this test is a two level signal
that can be easily measured using a digital tester to determine the frequency of oscillation.
4.2 Future Work
The test methods described in this report give a number of techniques to
characterize an opamp. Much work needs to be done to incorporate these circuits into VLSI
systems. The resistors used in the circuit for measuring gain using the buffers can be
replaced with switched capacitor equivalents so that the area occupied in a chip may be
reduced.
The gain-bandwidth circuit needs to be made self testing. This can be achieved if
the resistor divider network is replaced with a variable attenuation for R2 in figure 11. A
variable resistor may be implemented by using a NMOS transistor in the linear region. The
gate of this transistor can be controlled by the opamp output to make the circuit self testing.
Since the output of the opamp must be small signal the amplitude of the output can be
limited by using a peak detector at the opamp output. The output of the peak detector is then
fed to loop filter whose output would provide the DC bias required to control the gate of the
NMOS transistor.38
In the phase measuring circuit, the immediate need is to design high speed
comparators. As is the case of the circuit used in opamp characterization the resistors can be
replaced with switched capacitor equivalents to save on silicon real estate.
The slew rate circuit again can have its resistors in the circuit replaced with switched
capacitor circuits to make it more compact. The design of a good area efficientcomparator
with a moderate gain would be a big plus in the implementation of this circuit ina VLSI
system.
4.3 Summary
In summary, this report presents a fresh view at opamp characterization using
digital signals. The merits of this method lie in the fact that these measurementsare fast,
accurate and are relatively immune to noise. One important advantage of using these
techniques is that digital testers can be easily configured to make these measurements. In
addition the circuits presented require simple analog blocks for implementation in VLSI
systems. This work presents a firm theoretical and practical background for incorporating
these circuits into VLSI systems. Further work needs to be done in designing test circuits
for other analog blocks as comparators, data converters, phase locked loops etc. Asa final
note it might be useful to start thinking in terms of test methodologies for large analog
blocks once test methods for the low level analog cells have been devised.39
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Appendix A
This appendix includes the layout of the buffer that was submitted for fabricationon
a 2-micron MOSIS p-well process as the first plot. The second plot in this buffer is a plot
of the opamp used as the DUT in this test chip.VB_OP
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Appendix B
The first picture in this appendix is the response of the slewrate enhanced buffer to
a 5kHz sinusoidal input. The waveform on the top is the input to the buffer and the
waveform below it is the buffer output. The second picture is the bufferresponse to a 0.8V
p-p square wave input signal. The third picture shows the linear range of the buffer.44
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Appendix C
The first listing in this appendix is the SPICE deck of the buffer thatwas extracted
from the layout using the standard extraction tools provided by MENTORGRAHPICS.
The second listing is that of the opamp usedas the device under test in the test chip.47
Source follower
.subckt dynBuff VDD VSS IN OUT VB_OP VB_SRC
* devices:
m0 1 VB_SRC VDD VDD Mosisl_P 1=2u w=15u ad=75pas=75p pd=40u
ps=40u
ml 1 VB_SRC VDD VDD Mosisl_P 1=2u w=15u ad=75pas=75p pd=40u
ps=40u
m2 9 VB_OP VDD VDD Mosisl_P 1=2u w=15u ad=75pas=75p pd=40u
ps=40u
m3 6 6 VDD VDD Mosisl_P 1=2u w=7u ad=35pas=35p pd=24u ps=24u
m4 8 6 VDD VDD Mosisl_P 1=2u w=7u ad=35p as=35ppd=24u ps=24u
m5 1 1 VSS VSS Mosisl_N 1=2u w=20u ad=100p as=100ppd=50u ps=50u
m6 1 1 VSS VSS Mosisl_N 1=2u w=20u ad=100p as=100ppd=50u ps=50u
m7 OUT 1 VSS VSS Mosisl_N 1=2u w=20u ad=100pas=100p pd=50u ps=50u
m9 OUT 1 VSS VSS Mosisl_N 1=2u w=20u ad=100pas=100p pd=50u ps=50u
m8 51 VSS VSS Mosisl_N 1=2u w=20u ad=100p as=100ppd=50u ps=50u
m10 5 1 VSS VSS Mosisl_N 1=2u w=20u ad=100pas=100p pd=50u ps=50u
mll VDD IN OUT OUT Mosisl_N 1=2u w=20u ad=100pas=100p pd=50u
ps=50u
m13 VDD IN OUT OUT Mosisl_N 1=2u w=20u ad=100pas=100p pd=50u
ps=50u
m12 VDD IN 5 5 Mosisl_N 1=2u w=20u ad=100p as=100ppd=50u ps=50u
m14 VDD IN 5 5 Mosisl_N 1=2u w=20u ad=100p as=100ppd=50u ps=50u
m15 OUT 8 VSS VSS Mosisl_N 1=2u w=20u ad=100p as=100ppd=50u
ps=50u
m16 9 9 VSS VSS Mosisl_N 1=2u w=20u ad=100pas=100p pd=50u ps=50u
m21 9 9 VSS VSS Mosisl_N 1=2u w=20u ad=100pas=100p pd=50u ps=50u
m17 6 OUT 7 7 Mosisl_N 1=2u w=25u ad=125pas=125p pd=60u ps=60u
m18 6 OUT 7 7 Mosisl_N 1=2u w=25u ad=125p as=125ppd=60u ps=60u
m19 8 5 7 7 Mosisl_N 1=2u w=25u ad=125pas=125p pd=60u ps=60u
m20 8 5 7 7 Mosisl_N 1=2u w=25u ad=125pas=125p pd=60u ps=60u
m22 7 9 VSS VSS Mosisl_N 1=2u w=20u ad=140pas=100p pd=54u ps=50u
m23 7 9 VSS VSS Mosisl_N 1=2u w=20u ad=100pas=140p pd=50u ps=54u
* lumped capacitances:
cl 1 0 45f
c2 VSS 0 210f
c3 VSS 1 2.92f
c4 VDD 0 170f
c5 VDD 1 0.413f
c6 VDD VSS 4.83f
c7 OUT 0 80.3f
c8 OUT VSS 4.06f
c9 OUT VDD 1.02f
c10 5 0 87.3f
cll 5 VSS 0.617f
c12 5 VDD 1.24f
c13 6 0 27.3f
c14 6 VSS 0.68f
c15 6 VDD 0.137f
c16 6 OUT 0.0861f
c17 7 0 70.3f
c18 7 VSS 4.98f
c19 7 VDD 0.68f
c20 7 OUT 0.999f
c21 7 5 0.851f
c22 7 6 0.942f
c23 8 0 63.3f48
c24 8 VSS 0.523f
c25 8 VDD 0.137f
c26 8 OUT 0.01f
c27 8 5 0.896f
c28 8 6 0.413f
c29 8 7 1.37f
c30 9 0 34.4f
c31 9 VSS 2.76f
c32 9 VDD 0.459f
c33 9 7 0.37f
c34 VB_SRC 0 9.57f
c35 VB_SRC 1 0.133f
c36 VB_SRC VDD 0.296f
c37 IN 0 20.6f
c38 IN VDD 2.52f
c39 IN 5 0.511f
c40 VB_OP 0 4.96f
c41 VB_OP VDD 0.136f
.ends dynBuff
X1 1 2 3 4 5 6 dynBuff
vdd 1 0 2.5
vss 2 0 -2.5
vin 3 0 dc -0.8
*vin 3 0 pulse (-1 1 0 5ns 5ns 5Ons 100ns)
*vin 30 sin(-1 .1 le7 0 0 0)
*vin 3 0 dc 0 ac=1
vbl 5 0 dc 0.8
vb2 6 0 dc 0.8
cl 4 25pF
.op
.tf v(4) vin
*.dc vin -2.5 2.5 0.1
*.plot dc v(4)
*.tran .ins 200n
*.print tran v(4) v(x1.5) v(x1.8)
*.four le7 v(4)
*.plot
*.printdc v(4) v(3)
*.ac dec 10 lhz 1000MEG
*.plot ac vdb(4)
.include //louie/users/karthik/model/chip/hdr
.end49
Folded Cascode opamp
.subckt foldCasc VDD BIAS OUT IN- IN+ VSS
* devices:
m0 VDD 5 2 VDD mosisl_p 1=2u w=45u ad=225p as=225p pd=100u ps=100u
ml 2 5 VDD VDD mosisl_p 1=2u w=45u ad=225p as=225p pd=100ups=100u
m2 VDD 5 4 VDD mosisl_p 1=2u w=45u ad=225p as=225p pd=100ups=100u
m3 4 5 VDD VDD mosisl_p 1=2u w=45u ad=225p as=225p pd=100ups=100u
m4 VDD 5 5 VDD mosisl_p 1=2u w=50u ad=450p as=250p pd=118ups=110u
m5 5 5 VDD VDD mosisl_p 1=2u w=50u ad=250p as=450p pd=110ups=118u
m6 VDD 5 5 VDD mosisl_p 1=2u w=50u ad=450p as=250p pd=118ups=110u
m7 5 5 VDD VDD mosisl_p 1=2u w=50u ad=250p as=450p pd=110ups=118u
m8 VDD 7 7 VDD mosisl_p 1=3u w=50u ad=450p as=250p pd=118ups=110u
m9 7 7 VDD VDD mosisl_p 1=3u w=50u ad=250p as=450p pd=110ups=118u
m10 VDD BIAS 8 VDD mosisl_p 1=2u w=33u ad=198p as=165p pd=78u
ps=76u
mll 8 BIAS VDD VDD mosisl_p 1=2u w=33u ad=165p as=198p pd=76u
ps=78u
m12 9 7 4 VDD mosisl_p 1=3u w=40u ad=400p as=200p pd=100u ps=90u
m13 4 7 9 VDD mosisl_p 1=3u w=40u ad=400p as=400p pd=100ups=100u
m14 9 7 4 VDD mosisl_p 1=3u w=40u ad=200p as=400p pd=90ups=100u
m15 OUT 7 2 VDD mosisl_p 1=3u w=40u ad=400p as=200p pd=100ups=90u
m16 2 7 OUT VDD mosisl_p 1=3u w=40u ad=400p as=400ppd=100u
ps=100u
m17 OUT 7 2 VDD mosisl_p 1=3u w=40u ad=200p as=400p pd=90ups=100u
m18 3 IN- 2 3 mosisl_n 1=2u w=33u ad=165p as=165p pd=76ups=76u
m19 2 IN- 3 3 mosisl_n 1=2u w=33u ad=165p as=165p pd=76ups=76u
m20 3 IN+ 4 3 mosisl_n 1=2u w=33u ad=165p as=165p pd=76ups=76u
m21 4 IN+ 3 3 mosisl_n 1=2u w=33u ad=165p as=165p pd=76ups=76u
m22 VSS 8 3 VSS mosisl_n 1=2u w=33u ad=165p as=165p pd=76ups=76u
m23 3 8 VSS VSS mosisl_n 1=2u w=33u ad=165p as=165p pd=76ups=76u
m24 VSS 8 5 VSS mosisl_n 1=2u w=33u ad=165p as=165p pd=76ups=76u
m25 5 8 VSS VSS mosisl_n 1=2u w=33u ad=165p as=165p pd=76ups=76u
m26 VSS 8 7 VSS mosisl_n 1=2u w=33u ad=165p as=165p pd=76ups=76u
m27 7 8 VSS VSS mosisl_n 1=2u w=33u ad=165p as=165p pd=76ups=76u
m28 VSS 8 8 VSS mosisl_n 1=2u w=33u ad=165p as=165p pd=76ups=76u
m29 8 8 VSS VSS mosisl_n 1=2u w=33u ad=165p as=165p pd=76ups=76u
m30 9 9 10 VSS mosisl_n 1=3u w=l6u ad=160p as=80p pd=52ups=42u
m31 10 9 9 VSS mosisl_n 1=3u w=16u ad=80p as=160p pd=42ups=52u
m32 VSS 10 10 VSS mosisl_n 1=3u w=16u ad=80p as=80p pd=42ups=42u
m33 10 10 VSS VSS mosisl_n 1=3u w=l6u ad=80p as=80p pd=42ups=42u
m34 VSS 10 12 VSS mosisl_n 1=3u w=16u ad=80p as=80p pd=42ups=42u
m35 12 10 VSS VSS mosisl_n 1=3u w=16u ad=80p as=80p pd=42ups=42u
m36 OUT 9 12 VSS mosisl_n 1=3u w=16u ad=160p as=80p pd=52ups=42u
m37 12 9 OUT VSS mosisl_n 1=3u w=16u ad=80p as=160p pd=42ups=52u
* lumped capacitances:
c1 VDD 0 460f
c2 2 0 100f
c3 2 VDD 2.1f
c4 3 0 107f
c5 3 2 6.1f
c6 4 0 94.9f
c7 4 VDD 6.4f
c8 4 2 6.22f
c9 4 3 1.26f
c10 5 0 136f
cli 5 VDD 3.36f
c12 5 2 5.19f50
c13 5 3 0.563f
c14 5 4 3.96f
c15 VSS 0 347f
c16 VSS 3 1.16f
c17 VSS 5 1.16f
c18 7 0 133f
c19 7 VDD 2.34f
c20 7 2 5.19f
c21 7 4 1.5f
c22 7 5 0.563f
c23 7 VSS 1.16f
c24 8 0 98.1f
c25 8 VDD 2.19f
c26 8 2 5.1f
c27 8 3 1.3f
c28 8 4 1.33f
c29 8 5 1.63f
c30 8 VSS 1.16f
c31 8 7 2.83f
c32 9 0 89.9f
c33 9 2 0.544f
c34 9 4 1.38f
c35 9 7 1.55f
c36 10 0 52.8f
c37 10 VSS 0.903f
c38 10 9 0.4f
c39 OUT 0 66.6f
c40 OUT 2 1.45f
c41 OUT 7 0.592f
c42 OUT 9 0.446f
c43 12 0 30.8f
c44 12 VSS 0.883f
c45 12 10 2.73f
c46 12 OUT 0.453f
c47 BIAS 0 14.7f
c48 BIAS VDD 1.83f
c49 BIAS 4 0.272f
c50 BIAS 8 0.0667f
c92 IN- 0 11.9f
c93 IN- 3 0.444f
c94 IN+ 0 12.1f
c95 IN+ 3 0.74f
.ends foldCasc
x1 vd vb vo 0 vip vs foldCasc
cload vo vs 5p
vbias vb 0 dc 1.0
vdd vd 0 2.5
vss vs 0 -2.5
vin vip 0 dc 0 ac =1
.ac dec 10 1 50MEG
.print vdb(vo)
.include //louie/users/karthik/model/chip/hdr
.end